Abstract. With the rapid development of medical information, medical data, especially medical record text, are difficult to intelligent analyses, because these data have loose grammar structure. Latent semantic analysis technology in the field of text mining in recent years made extensive research and application, and Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA), put forward by Blei, is a method to solve those difficulties. This paper proposed an improved LDA based on BM25 mixture weights method to analyze Chinese medical record text and had a good performance.
Introduction
In China, there is a lot of unstructured text of the medical record text, and medical terms in these records are always unstandardized and same medical concept may have different description. Therefore, extracting the useful information in the text is difficult, the same to intelligent analysis. Through the manual annotation of semantic net, Lord and his partners put similarity measurement method on the annotation of gene function and established contact between cells and gene products with the semantic hierarchy [1] [2] . These researches are on the existing manual annotation of the semantic net. However, Latent semantic analysis technology can find potential semantic association by itself with existing semantic association. Chute and his partners realize the classification and retrieval of medical records through Latent Semantic Indexing(LSI) [3] . Bo Li suggested an automatic annotation method of medical text based on latent semantic model and semantic tree [4] . In this paper, based on the weighted BM25-LDA, introduces a method of extracting the implicit information in the text and automatic labelling the record text.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent semantic analysis, a branch of semantic analysis, starts from the LSI [5] . By definition of matrix decomposition vector space model, LSI obtains latent semantic information. On the basis of this, Hofmann put forward Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing(pLSI) [6] . Blei proposed LDA, makes up for the pLSI that it doesn't define in the document generation probability and other defects [7] . The graphical model representation of LDA is shown in Fig.1 . Currently, the main training algorithm of LDA is Gibbs sampling, put forward by Griffths [8] . is the n-th word of m-th document, and the latent semantic of this word is . For sampling, we mark the n-th word of m-th document as coordinate i, and means all the coordinates but i. We use conditional probability to simulate , and the equation is as Eq. 1 [10] :
, ,
(1) The multinomial distribution of the t-th word of the k-th latent semantic is as follows [10] : (2) The multinomial distribution of the k-th latent semantic of m-th document is as follows [10] : (3)
Application
Preprocessing. Medical record text is a series of inspection, diagnosis and treatment of a patient by his doctor. There are two parts in the process. The first is Chinese word segmentation. There are several algorithms in this field: based on a dictionary matching, based on the statistical model, and based on knowledge understanding [8] . In this paper, we choose hybrid segmentation: use special dictionary to segment, and use word segmentation model which trained by mandarin corpus to segment. The second is to build the word vector of medical text. Automatic Annotation. The semantic model after train by LDA based on BM25 weighted contains two type of information: 1. Multinomial distribution of vocabulary of each semantic 2. Multinomial distribution of each semantic of each document Automatic annotation means using the most property semantic express each element of , and two problem need to be deal with: 1. Semantic label form and the generating method of topic 2. Relevance of topic and semantic label The process is as follows: for { Generate semantic tagging candidate set Get score of each candidate in with scoring function Choose the highest correlation labels as the topic of } Result. We take medical record text from a hospital of Hangzhou, China. And the result is shown in Table 1 .
vocabulary of semantic (top 10)
Automatic label Manual label dizziness, chronic, spirit, head, customs, consciousness, pathological, soft, the nervous system, well
The nervous system Consciousness. sober a description of the nervous system miscellaneous, ry-wet,breathing,rale,pathological,doubl e lung,superficial,the trachea,sound,shortness of breath breathing the trachea rale some inspection and description of the lungs auscultation, noise, valves, regular, heart rate, pathological, negative, heart, chest tightness, premature beat Rhythm of the heart negative regular some examination and description of the heart Table 1 . The comparison of manual annotation and machine annotation (translated from Chinese). Table 1 shows that machine can express the topic type. And we get a tip that this algorithm can extract the information of medical record text in a certain extent.
Conclusion
This paper introduces medical record text and the difficulties of records analysis. Then we describe semantic analysis and LDA. And we use LDA based on BM25 weighted to test the machine labeling and give the result. The result tells that LDA may help us classify the meaning of text paragraphs. And we can get a computer-aided system to help doctors improving the efficiency of diagnosis and treatment.
